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bstract

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is in a unique position to move global fisheries towards sustainability. The current Doha Trade Round of
egotiations offers an important opportunity to improve the future prospects of fish as a main source of animal protein for one-fifth of the world’s
opulation. Countries are wrestling with the issue of government fishing subsidies, which keep too many commercial fishing boats in operation
nd drive the unsustainable exploitation of the world’s depleted fish populations. Removal of subsidies is challenging as it cannot be resolved
ithout international cooperation because unilateral action has trade implications, and may not work because fish and fishing vessels do not respect

ational exclusive economic zones. This is why the WTO, which has in place mechanisms to enforce its agreements, is the only institution that can
ackle the global problem of overfishing subsidies. We identify the opportunities and challenges that WTO members face, and provide suggestions
n how to address these challenges.
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. Fisheries and subsidies

While the threat of overfishing to world seafood supplies has
een well publicized (e.g., Pauly et al., 2002; Worm et al., 2006),
ittle attention has been paid to government subsidies as a major
eason that fisheries are not sustainable. Subsidies are deeply
ntrenched in the history of many countries. They harken back
o a time when global fisheries seemed inexhaustible, and while
hat has clearly been shown not to be the case, removing subsi-
ies is challenging for a variety of reasons. However, help may
ome from an unexpected quarter, the World Trade Organiza-
ion (WTO), the 151-country entity that determines the rules of
nternational trade.

In its current Doha Trade Round of Negotiations, there is
distinct possibility that member countries may agree to cut
overnment subsidies to fisheries, a major driver of overcapac-
ty and unsustainable exploitation of the oceans (Milazzo, 1998;
lark et al., 2005). Currently, the global fishing fleet is more than
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wice the size that the oceans can sustainably support (Porter,
998). In May 2007, the senior author met with Pascal Lamy
Director-General of the WTO – and briefed a large number

f WTO member country delegates on the perils of overfishing
ubsidies. The WTO is in a unique position to help global fish-
ries become sustainable. Therefore, it is crucial at this point that
he global fisheries science community is made aware of what
s happening at the WTO in this regard, as they are in a position
o help their country delegates choose actions that promote a
ealthy fishery resource.

If fisheries globally are to attain sustainability, the elimination
f overfishing subsidies is necessary and overdue (Pauly et al.,
002). There is, however, a catch: unilateral action by individ-
al countries is not attractive because fisheries in such countries
ill suffer trade disadvantages1. Further, unilateral action is not
ikely to work because some important fish species (e.g., tuna)
o not respect national Exclusive Economic Zones, and fish-
ng fleets are mobile and can operate worldwide. This implies

1 Many parallels can be drawn here to the current climate change debate,
articularly with regard to carbon trading, etc.
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Fig. 1. Global trend in the status of marine fisheries resources. Based on FAO
statistics to 2003 and methods and definitions adapted from Froese and Pauly
(2003). Developing: year of catch is before year of maximum catch, and catch
is less than 50% of the overall maximum catch. Fully exploited: catch is greater
than 50% of maximum catch. Overexploited: year of catch is after year of max-
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Table 1
Fishery subsidies midpoint estimates by categories

Subsidy
categories

Developing
countries
(billion US$)

Developed
countries
(billion US$)

Global total
(billion US$)

Good 1.1 5.5 6.6
Bad 12.3 9.7 22.0
Ugly 0.9 2.5 3.4
Total 14.3 17.7 32.0
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duce distortions in the market place with significant trade and
distributional consequences. For instance, fisheries in countries
that do not provide overfishing subsidies are disadvantaged

2 The amount of marine fisheries subsidies, by subsidy type, paid by each
mum catch, and catch is between 10% and 50% of the overall maximum catch.
rashed: year of catch is after the year of maximum catch, and catch is below
0% of the overall maximum catch.

hat the only effective approach to the problem of overfishing
ubsidies is through multilateral action, with all fishing nations
nding or reducing these subsidies under similar rules.

The WTO is the only global multilateral organization that can
nforce its agreements. Furthermore, the WTO’s main mandate
s to level the trade ‘playing field’ for all countries of the world.
hese two aspects of the WTO make it the ideal institution to

ackle the global problem of overfishing subsidies.
Basic economic theory argues that fisheries should be self-

ustaining—when fish populations (stocks) get low and/or the
ost of fishing rises, fishing will be less profitable, and people
nd capital assets will move out of the business, thus allowing
tocks to recover. This theory, however, cannot translate into
ractice when fisheries receive government subsidies, as this
nables otherwise unprofitable fleets to continue fishing.

In the 1950s and 1960s, the more capacity-enhancing sub-
idies a country gave, the more catch it got—because at that
ime, the majority of stocks were largely underexploited (Fig. 1).
hings have changed, however. The resource base is now too
mall for all fishing boats to make a profit, with too many stocks
eing fully or over-exploited (Fig. 1). Thus, subsidies, far from
aving the effect they had earlier, now contribute to overfishing,
.e., more fish are being caught than can be sustained. A sec-
nd important reason for governments subsidizing fisheries is
he belief that without subsidies, the fishing industry and fish-
ng communities will suffer in the short term, and withdraw its
olitical support. Finally, governments are also motivated to pro-
ide subsidies by the perceived need to attain or maintain trade
ompetitiveness in fisheries products.

. Concerns about fisheries subsidies
Subsidies provided by governments around the world are sub-
tantial. Until recently the most cited global estimate of fisheries
ubsidies, prepared by the World Bank, was US$ 14–20 billion

c
p

b
o

ata summarized from Sumaila and Pauly (2006). Detailed data by subsidy type
an be found for each country at http://www.seaaroundus.org.

er year (Milazzo, 1998). However, the University of British
olumbia’s Fisheries Centre recently released a comprehensive
stimate (summarized in Table 1)2, for various subsidy types
rouped into ‘good’, ‘bad’ and ‘ugly’ (or ‘ambiguous’) cate-
ories, in both the developed and developing world, which puts
lobal fisheries subsidies at US$ 30–34 billion per year (Sumaila
nd Pauly, 2006).

‘Good’ subsidies help to maintain or enhance the growth of
sh stocks through conservation and monitoring of catch rates
ia control and surveillance measures. Examples of good sub-
idies are fisheries management, monitoring and enforcement
rograms. ‘Bad’ subsidies result in the growth of fishing effort,
hich can lead to outright destruction of the natural resource

Bjorndal and Munro, 1998). Bad subsidies include all forms
f capital inputs from public sources, such as vessel construc-
ion and fuel subsidies. ‘Ugly’ subsidies are ambiguous, and can
ead to either decline or growth in fishing effort depending on
he context and management effectiveness. An example is vessel
uyback or decommissioning programs, which if not designed
nd implemented such that the industry is caught by surprise,
ill not guarantee that the subsidies will have a reducing effect
n overcapacity (Clark et al., 2005).

This latest estimate of global subsidies (Sumaila and Pauly,
006) indicates that about two-thirds of the estimated US$ 30–34
illion per year are categorized as ‘bad’ subsidies (US$ 20 bil-
ion). If overfishing subsidies are defined as the sum of ‘bad’
ubsidies and the portion of ‘ugly’ subsidies that contribute to
verfishing (which can range from 0 to 100% of a country’s
ugly’ subsidies), then total overfishing subsidies range between
S$ 20 and US$ 26 billion annually. Of this sum, between US$
to US$ 10 billion may go to bottom trawlers alone (Watson et

l., 2006)3. These subsidies, generally dominated by fuel subsi-
ies, support fishing methods that destroy sea bottom habitats,
nd can therefore be considered particularly unsustainable.

Also, fisheries subsidies are problematic in that they intro-
oastal country of the world to its fishing fleets is available via the ‘governance’
age for each country at http://www.seaaroundus.org.
3 Watson et al. (2006) determined the percentage of total global catch value
y trawlers to be about 28%. This number is used here to pro-rate the amount
f overfishing subsidies to bottom trawlers.

http://www.seaaroundus.org/
http://www.seaaroundus.org/
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with ambiguous subsidies (i.e., the ‘ugly’ category), a shift in the
burden of proof (Dayton, 1998) is required, that is, it should be
up to countries providing such subsidies to specifically demon-
U.R. Sumaila et al. / Fish

ecause their counterparts in subsidizing countries can supply
sh at a lower price and still make profits.

Finally, the critical cause for concern is that overfishing
ubsidies result in overcapacity (too many boats and related
nfrastructure) that ultimately leads to overexploitation of fish
esources (Fig. 1).

While the opportunity exists now for the WTO to make a sig-
ificant contribution to sustainable global fisheries by addressing
he subsidies issue, there are some challenges that are complex
ut not insurmountable.

. Opportunities and constraints for the WTO

Discussions on fisheries subsidies began in the early 1990s
n the WTO’s Committee on Trade and Environment, which
as evolved since then into a full-fledged negotiation in the
egotiating Group on Rules.
Thus far, the parties have not come to an agreement on actions

o eliminate overfishing subsidies. Several reasons account for
his lack of agreement, including: first, countries are worried
bout ‘free-riders’, i.e., when some decide to cheat and therefore
eap the benefits of cooperation without any effort. Free-riders
ill gain a trade advantage over countries that play according

o the rules. To tackle this problem, a multilateral enforceable
greement is needed. At the moment only the WTO can provide
uch an agreement.

A second obstacle relates to the developing-developed coun-
ry dichotomy. The Hong Kong Mandate stipulates that the
mportance of the fisheries sector to developing countries should
e taken into account4. Under discussion are special provi-
ions, also known as Special and Differential Treatment (S&DT)
hat would allow developing countries to provide subsidies to
evelop their domestic fishing sectors to service local demand
or fish products and gain footholds in international trade for fish
roducts. However, many if not most, fisheries in the developing
orld are already overexploited (e.g., Christensen et al., 2004),

n which case overfishing subsidies will only serve to deplete
he resources further.

Another contentious subsidy issue relating to developing
ountries is fishing access agreements, i.e., agreements that
llow a (usually industrialized) country or region to buy fish-
ng access for its fleet. An example is between the European
ommission (EC) and some coastal countries of West Africa

Kaczynski and Fluharty, 2002). The reason these agreements
re considered subsidies is that the EC negotiates and pays the
ountries in West Africa on behalf of their fishing sector, thereby
nabling their fleet to earn higher profits than they would other-
ise. The obvious way to tackle this subsidy would be to demand
hat the fleets that benefit from having access pay for these fees
hemselves rather than the government. This solution is, how-
ver, not straightforward because developing countries such as
n West Africa or the Pacific Island countries rely heavily on

4 Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration, December 22, 2005, WT/MIN(05)/Dec
nnex D, para. 9. Available at: http://www.wto.org/English/thewto e/minist e/
in05 e/final text e.htm [accessed August 22, 2007].
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he foreign exchange they earn from these agreements, and fear
hat demanding that the fleets themselves pay the access fees
ill make access agreements unattractive to industrial countries

Kaczynski and Fluharty, 2002; Campling et al., 2007).
One innovative way to deal with the concerns raised by

eveloping countries would be to combine policies on fisheries
ubsidies with those on conservation, trade and development,
hich is not the case under the present WTO mandate. A pos-

ible solution is to develop a package involving a number of
ultilateral organizations that simultaneously remove overfish-

ng subsidies, and develop adjustment programs to ease the
hort-term difficulties that developing countries will face as
result of removing these subsidies. The good news is that

he tens of millions of dollars of savings that will result from
educing overfishing subsidies can be used to fund the adjust-
ent program, and be redistributed as foreign aid in order

o meet the United Nations Millennium Development Goals5

imed at building a better world for the 21st century (Sachs,
005).

Despite progress within the Doha Round talks, at the most
ecent meetings of the WTO Negotiating Group on Rules, coun-
ries clashed over the shape of future WTO rules on subsidies
hile submitted contrasting proposals. The EU, Japan, Korea

nd Taiwan advocate a ‘bottom-up’ approach that would ban
nly specific types of subsidies (e.g., payments in support of the
cquisition, modification or construction of fishing vessels) leav-
ng the rest (e.g., fishing access agreements and vessel buyback
rograms) permissible. Other countries, including the US and
ew Zealand, want to ban all subsidies, barring some negotiated

xceptions, and are arguing that a comprehensive ‘top-down’
pproach is necessary6.

Given the serious condition of the world’s fisheries, signif-
cant global fishing overcapacity and rapid depletion of fish
tocks, the world cannot afford to get trapped in the semantics of
top-down’ versus ‘bottom-up’. This is crucial for the two camps
o realize. We suggest that the classification of fisheries subsi-
ies into the ‘good’, the ‘bad’ and the ‘ugly’ described above
ould provide a compromise out of the impasse.

We suggest that ‘bad’ subsidies, which include fuel, foreign
ccess agreements, boat construction and renewal programs;
shing port construction and renovation, and tax exemptions

hat support increases in fishing effort, should be banned out-
ight. One benefit of using the categorization in Sumaila and
auly (2006) is that the list of ‘bad’ subsidies is defined based
ainly on the potential impacts on growth in fishing capacity

y independent researchers (Sumaila and Pauly, 2006). To deal
5 The United Nations Millennium Development Goals were adopted 5 years
go by all the world’s governments. There are eight goals in all, including, the
radication of extreme poverty and hunger, and ensuring environmental sustain-
bility. Available at: http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/ [accessed August 22,
007].
6 See http://www.ictsd.org/biores/07-06-08/story3.htm [accessed August 23,
007].

http://www.wto.org/English/thewto_e/minist_e/min05_e/final_text_e.htm
http://www.wto.org/English/thewto_e/minist_e/min05_e/final_text_e.htm
http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/
http://www.ictsd.org/biores/07-06-08/story3.htm
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marine catches. I. Database development. Fish. Res. 79, 97–102.
U.R. Sumaila et al. / Fish

trate that they do not enhance or artificially maintain fishing
ffort and capacity.

To conclude, fisheries around the world are important socially
nd economically, as they are an important source of food, con-
ributing about 20% of animal protein intake by humans, and are
significant source of fishmeal for carnivorous farmed species

Naylor et al., 1998; Naylor et al., 2000). At present, the WTO
as an opportunity to demonstrate that it can balance global
rade and the environment, and help solve one of the most wor-
isome environmental issues of our time—the decline in global
sheries.
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